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1) What is importance of Garage location? How layout helps to the garage location. 

2) What is the selection procedure to select the garage location? 

3) Explain the types of garage? Briefly. 

4) What is the characteristics of the inspection? How can inspect the faulty vehicle. 

5) Explain the procedure of the repairing system. 

6) What is the importance of the job card? 

7) How can costing and billing affect to the garage? 

8) What is the difference between garage location and garage store? How they related to each 

other. 

9) Explain the purpose and function of the store keeping. 

10) What is the difference between layout of garage and layout of store? 

11) How can prevent and procure to the store? 

12) What is the procedure of the store organization? 

13) What is the necessity of the vehicle insurance? Also explain the types of vehicle 

insurance. 

14) What is the difference between driving procedure and driving precautions? 

15) What is the all abnormal conditions for driving and how can we drive in that 

condition? Also explain emergency driving situation. 

16) What is the different types of driving license? And how to get them. 

17) Explain the Salient features of motor vehicle act. 

18) What is the procedure to get driver license and conductor license? 

19) What is the procedure to registered old and new vehicle? 

20) What is the penalties procedure and rules for traffic offences by RTO? 

21) What is the procedure of state to state transfer of vehicle? 

22) What is the importance of the fitness of the vehicle? 

23) Explain the different types of vehicle permit. 

24) Explain the documents required for:- 

a) Registration of vehicle 

b) Driving license 

c) Transfer of vehicle. 


